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A calf was born on the day of our arrival –quite special.
We returned last Thursday after a very fruitful trip with everything ticked on the to-do list. Alison & John Thornley
joined us and their input was invaluable; John as a chartered surveyor and
Alison as a teacher and brilliant communicator. It was even hotter than
usual, 35°+, and very dry and dusty. A tornado was a new experience - it
sent dust lashing against the doors & windows and loose articles high in
the air, taking the roof off one house nearby. Luckily the vehicle stayed on
the ground.
In Kisumu we did our usual banking and buying, this time books for our
primary school. We are encouraging them to start a small library like the one at the High School.
The latter is being visited by government officials next week to assess how it works. Let’s hope it
becomes a model.
The Thornleys took out loads of second hand trainers donated again by Jamie’s clients in
Birmingham. They will go to school pupils who come to school in plastic flip flops. We gave one pair
to the scout leader, Victor Audi.
Steve Ayugi has now built his own mud house in the compound – the
symbol of becoming a man. Alison videoed him explaining how he got
the youths of the church to help him in the construction.
We visited Tobias and Filista in their new brick house and had a ‘picnic’
tea of bread and hot chocolate(!) at Charles and Judith’s whilst Steve &
Charles went through dispensary accounts.
Near the end of the trip we drove up to Eldoret to drop off the Thornleys at our friends’ where
they stayed a couple of nights before joining us in Nairobi for the overnight flight home.

Water
We revisited the latest water filter project just north of the equator, sponsored by Hazel Grove Rotary. The encouraging
news is that they have begun to sell the filters and promote them through a shop which offers a drink to customers.
We are planning gutters and a tank for Luanda Primary School and are investigating the possibilities of wells for smaller
cooperative groups within the community.
Ayugi and a few farmers have begun to dig terraces to conserve rainfall in their fields but it
needs to be done on a much larger scale to be really effective.
The well at school is completely broken but we can’t do everything and personal responsibility
is important.

Education
We had another emotional time visiting yet more of our ex students this time at Moi
University, Eldoret. (That’s a laugh! It’s a 35 Km trek outside Eldoret in the middle of
nowhere but a very impressive and beautiful campus.) We handed over the donated
camcorder and two of the laptops on the basis that they are returned for others to use at
the end of the course. Each year we have committed to send the top 8 students to either
university or college but what happens to number nine? It’s heartbreaking to have them
plead for funding when none is available so we are going to institute a ‘contingency fund’
to make small grants to any students who, subsequent to leaving school, make every
effort to improve their lot. Grants will be given after 2-3 years of particular enterprise and initiative.
The young man I mentioned last time, Charles, who was having difficulty realising
he has status in the community is now a
community teacher at Kolweny Kingsway Primary.
A Bramhall Baptist midweek club had made
banners for the primary school classrooms and
these were hung with ceremony.

We again took with us hundreds of pens and pencils etc donated from a variety of sources including my nephew who
brought a bagful from Walmart in Seattle! We also gave out toothbrushes and toothpaste.
Angela took individual photos of the students sponsored by groups in Australia but our new Form 1 doesn’t register
until February so Ayugi will have to do the honours there.
Alison spent a morning at Oogo preschool working with the children in their new building and
with their new books and toys. She also spent what should have been one
lesson but spread into two due to pupils’ enthusiasm, answering
questions sent by the youngsters at Bramhall Methodist Church. She
discovered a budding artist in Class 8 who was given a sketch pad and
coloured pencils. The art teacher was given lots of art materials donated
by a Bramhall lady who is an artist and has lived in Africa.
Meanwhile John inspected the buildings at Oogo Primary, Luanda Secondary and Kolweny Kingsway. Moorside, Swinton,
has sent more funding to help finish the roof at Luanda and we are aiming to extend one classroom and use partition
doors for flexibility at K K High School and totally refurbish the one remaining original classroom at K K Primary. It was
left up to be used for the nursery. & refurbishment will be
cheaper than a new-build. John’s main focus was the big M word
– Maintenance – a little-known concept. (There isn’t even a word
for it!) We are encouraging a maintenance schedule to keep the
standard of the buildings higher than at present. This includes
painting inside and out, replacing broken panes of glass, repairing
floors, painting doors, gravelling pathways, fitting gutters ………..

Health
Our new Health Practitioner, Carol, only lasted two months! She came from Kisumu and
found fitting in with a rural community very difficult. A new young man named Edward has
been appointed and he is so far loving being part of our area.
We again took out with us the usual thousands of paracetamol, ibuprofen, aspirin and
cocodamol capsules/tablets, bandages, plasters, small instruments, syringes, spectacles and
the requested laxatives , multivitamins and germolene. We took more of the tens of
thousands of pairs of latex gloves we’ve been donated. We again
gave some gloves , toothbrushes, toothpaste and medicines to Kennedy, one of the dental
students Jon Robinson trained in 2009, who practises in a tiny clinic beside our main road, and
also to another of the students, Doreen, who practises in a back street of the market town of
Sondu. These small donations are a huge encouragement to them.

Small Businesses
The sewing machine we sold to Mary, the lady who makes our secondary school uniforms,
to expand her business into making sanitary kits, turned out to be defunct so we have
increased her loan to enable her to buy a much better machine. She is one of the few really
enterprising people in the community, making a real go of the business under difficult
circumstances. Her tiny mud house is at the top of an amazingly steep hill and she fetches
water from miles away. We are also piloting a solar lighting scheme involving a tiny panel
and rechargeable lamps which should turn out to be much cheaper than kerosene. Chris Ogutu, K K High School’s
principal is also head of Business Studies so we hope a small group of students will take this on and make money
towards maintenance at the same time as learning about running a business.

Karowley The bats.... the best news ever. The dispensary night watchman had some toxic spray so Ayugi went
to see a vet who gave him a potion which has cleared them out. What a relief to get a night’s sleep! The new toilet
was in place but no water in the cistern as it isn’t coupled correctly but we’re getting there.
Thankyou

...a repeat paragraph.... for making this work possible by your donations, interest, prayer and
insights. Thankyou from everyone in Nyandiwa and indeed many miles afield. We attempt to be culturally sensitive
in everything we do and our watchword is sustainability.
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